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CONVECTION AND CONDUCTION OF HEAT 

The equation for conduction and convection of heat 

in a moving fluid in a steady state is 

* "V?.} = • •• (o 

where >/*, Vj are the velocity components and /*. is the 

temperature at any point. are the heat con¬ 

ductivity, specific heat, and density of the fluid. These 

are supposed to be independent of the variables 

If the velooity components may be derived from a velocity 

potential <f>, (1) admits of a simplification by putting 
- §1D ^ 

At* Je ** * .... (zj 

where «0 is the new dependent variable. We get 

- Vf, - ...(» 
since vx = , etc. Change independent variables by 

X ■=. K- **+10 

ij ^ a Q ^ (3) becomes 

•a a 
_L 
n -an. 

1. Not much success has been achieved in solving (l) 

except for very restricted cases. Bouasinesq, Jour, 

de Hath. Series vi, Vol 1, p 22>5 indicates a method 

of reducing the equation (1) to the much simpler 



II 

Consider the case of fluid florins in the angle 

Letmean two perpendicular walls with a line source of 
O 

he-t at th3 intersection. In this case1" 

n n'%* 

l 
w *3 

For (3) we have 

~i7J «VJ* __ 

•*x1 * y 1 
C^. 

Let A- Changing (6) to polar coordinates and set- 

ting = ot we have 

£& _L M <Tn.2J = o. * TV 
Changing independent variables by n^H-s gives 

v A. 45 _ (,2.^'J   w. 
JlS* -S <KS 

The solution of (7) is 

ju-» i K.U
<j' - K* v *■ ' • 

For the solution of 

M ~ 

(1) in this particular case we have 

cto. 

equation + but the now boundary conditions 

are such that it io difficult to solve th9 equation exactly. 

2. II.Lauib Hydrodvnanica Gixth Edition, p69. 
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which approaches zero as a-**». 

To evaluate fl0 in terms of the utren^th i or -unit 
length, <3 , of the line source.^ For very SJIU.11 t, 

K0(^) = ~ lUj ï. _ V , V = 0.4T77 2,... 

- 

= - R. f ZJUy * é + ->} 

and 

<2^«£ _ _ 2 >9, 

<=*/* 

Tur very small rz, the flow of heat from the tfire is 

radial and’ 

K - n ifi » <3 = R 0"rr K 2- JiA 

<? 
rr K 

The final ooluticn io 

^ = ~n~K ^ 
. . .. (v. 

Ill 

In the c.7üe of t ;o dimensional flew uf a perfect 

fluid, it io convenient to introduce t./o varia-olea, 

the velocity pjteitial, and,/, the stream line function. 

These quantities ha ire the property that the velocity of 

A. This procedure io copied from - lai’cr 

Il.A.T'iloon .On Convection of Heat Troc. Caint. Ihil. loo. 

XII, p 41j. 



the fluid at any i ^int is &iv3n by - t and the 

lines 'j» = ccnjtwknt ar„ the lines cf flovr of the flail. 

If the motion uf the fluid he considered JS occur 

ing in a complex £-x-lane, then is an analytic 

cn the complex cf-plane, the functions § and transform 

to ne nr functions and *f, ahich areAvclocity potential 

«nd stream lino function respectively for fluid uotlon 

about th9 no if Loumdary conditions. 

I propose to shoif that for such# a transformation, 

the differential equation fer the conduction and convoct- 

tion of heat is invariant and so a solution that satis¬ 

fies the ne,7 boundary conditions is obtained by trans¬ 

forming the original solution. 

Cupxose that the fluid motion for a set of bound¬ 

ary conditions P is given by 

Cupi'coe that the tonperature distribution /Kx/yjoutiafiea 

a given sot of boundary conditions T. A&i'i) is a solution of 

Lot us nap the -i-plane on the o'-pl^r.e by the analytic 

function = - s-v.t. (ID) becomes 

^ • •• Ot). 

"3 4 
9X t>K 

4. H.Laub, loe. clt« n: 66-67 



llow = analytic 00 the reciprocal relation 

«f** Mi) is analytic and consequently satisfies the 

Cauchy-niemann differential equations 

• •• • O V. -> s 
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Transform (11) to the new independent variables* 
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Putting (a) anl (b) in (14) and cancelling 

we aet 

*• l. •> Sl -at11 
■>J- -a-f 

*3^7 .... 
-dt T>t 

For the fluid motion the "boundary condition B in 

the 2-plane transform to "boundary conditions B1. 

sgg^g^asSafevy in the <f'-plane. <^> transforms to <^, the 

velocity potential for the now "boundary conditions B*. 

If the "boundary conditions T that determine the temper¬ 

ature distribution in the£-plan9 transform to new 

boundary conditions T1, then the solution M(W) which 

eatiafios T transforms to whic# satisfies T*. 

IV 

As ani example of the thoory worked outpn III, let 

us map the problem discussed in II. For the motion 

considered 

<Jj + 1 'V - R E *. 

The boundary conditlonu of 

the fluid motion in th9 Z-plane 

are a stream line * o along 

the positive halves of the x and axes; a source of 

fluid at and a sink at 2 = ',c° , 

Let us map the i-plane on the «j'-pland by the relation 
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The stream line fr=o remains o'^o, the stream lins 

* = ‘«j bécotes = The source at fc=v*° poes to o' = + 

and the sink at * = '• *° goes to c? = -°0. The stream lines 

in the -2-plane irere x«j = constant. Those become constant. 

The boundary conditions for the temperature-in the 

2--plane are a peint source at the origin and M~O for 

va . Those become a p»oint source at the origin and 

M=iû for WW*•*. If ««ae6, P, 

? t i 6 % (3 
rv <? - p e 

Taking absolute values we have 

Equation (9) page 3 bocomea for the now coordinates 

éa -is 

= ^TK e 01 * J 
0 V. 

R is th9 magnitude of the velocity. This is the solution 

for the flour of fluid by a wall and a line source cf 

heat on the wall perpendicular to the flow of the fluid. 

Cy symmetry the solution is valid for both sides of the 

wall. 

Equation (17) may be checked because this problem 
rt 

has been solved by H.A.Üilson. He finds (changing 

his symbols to conform to my notation) 

3 i* ^ / ie.) . 
= iV* e XA 

The difference in the sign of the exponential is 

because my velocity in is the negative s direction while 

his ib in the positive s direction. Originally Q was 

the strength of the source distributed thru an angle of 

S', H.ff. h/;!son f°c- c/_T 



^ . The transformation doubled this angle thereby ef¬ 

fectively halving the strongth of the source. This 

accounts for the factor of 

V 

"A combination of two equal and opposite sources 

tvA* ^of fluid"^ , at a distance £s apart, where, in the 

limit, Ss is taken to be infinitely small, and m' in¬ 

finitely great, but so that the product w‘Cs is finite 

and equal to ^ (say), is called a ‘double source* of 

strength/*, and the lino 6s, considered as drawn in the 
. , 6 

direction from -w to +wi , is called its axis." 

The velooity potential due to a two dimensional 

double source with its uxio in the direction of the 

positive x-axis is 
M = ^ <1^ 0 .... O») 
» n. 

where a is a constant. 

I wish to consider temperature distributions due to 

either a circular sourcs of heat about the origin or due 

to a point source of heat situated at the sink of the 

fluid and a radial line sink of heat alonjthe x-axis. 

If the fluid is at a temperature when it leaves the 

source, the temperature at any point will be pro¬ 

vided there are no sinks of temperature <Mo* In the 

cases to be considered, there will be no such sinks and 

we may, without loss of generality, suppose //, = <». 

6. Lamb loo, clt. p 57 



Substituting (IS) in (4) we get 

± 'll J> 
fx ~a> bl (w) 

where 9.= E^. 
IK 

Set *9 - ”*»* mô» where vn is any real positive 

number or zero, and (19) becomes 

i.'** . j. <IR~> _ ( =? * —.A'R»-- O. 
n. .Pv- V ’ Xn.x- 

Change independent variables by u=l/t and we get 

_ = 0 â'Kv* 

Jjr1- 

i A ^ **-> 
tr XX 

which has the solution 

_ 1. 
VV\ 

^ lwA%M . 

is called the 'modified Bessel Function* of the 

first kind and is defined by Iv ~ '"V • 

The general solution of (19) which remains finite 

for n.= *® is 

rt9 •= ■+■ S m C**» >*1 & (^ ) 
VH ** 

and the temperafure distribution is given by 

^ [ KTc(i) + 0*-^ »*}] 

where S means "summed over any desired positive values *** 

of tâ* If (20) is to be valid over the entire range 

of d, the only possible values of « are intergcrs, for 

otherwise the solution will not be single valued. If 

suitable restrictions be placed on the range of values 

of 6t fractional values of *1 may be used. 

How does (20) behave as a-»* ? 
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Thence the only solutions that approach zero as 

u-> « are those for which ^«po. 

F « v Nav<^e ^ ^ ' *v Û C e.^ ^ • 

V-e* - o n tyA^) . Vov ver-y svwwtttftj 

f_(.sô1 ^ e ^l-c*,e' jf=.,A' * 0 (-^} • 

Along the x-axis, 6 = o, and O = oas we desire. 

A. The Fourier*s series in (20) may be used to 

determine an arbitrary distribution along C, the cir- 
<x vw 

cumference of circle with center at the origin, 

llow H0 is proportional to the average value of the 

temperature along C, and since, by hypothesis, we have 

nowhere negative temperatures, R4>a, and solution will 

not approach zero as Another interesting fact is 

that if we choos3 the R's and to give a constant 

temperature over C, the solution reduces to a constant 

everywhere. 

B. For é=TT, F^injà) becomes 

MAVI ^ ^ * 0Wi f\* = e 

l«»H Fm(-a/‘TT) - -V «=, 
ri-> o 

So any of the terms in (20) satisfies the condition of 

a point source of heat at the sink of the fluid. 

In (20) let us put all constants equal to zero 



except R ^which, for brevity, we shall dénota by 

How Ii.U') = sivii and (20) becomes 
t 1TT^* 

- Æ?- ^ *• 
- * <s? 
^ â . te»;. 

As was Intimated above, restrictions must be placed 

on the possible values of <?. We need <>$&$ zv. if e Is 

negative or >Z7T we have a negative temperature which is 

not perviosable. 

To evaluate 8. The total heat leaving the point 

souroe heat per second is <?, say. The heat entering 

the line sink per unit length is *-K — , 
&Z.Q 

ere4or e <5 «. £ ~a ^6^ • o 

<9 

shall denote 

S* - 

is easily shown to be convergent and we 
„ Q{ZTTA 

it by . Then 6 =■ D(M^ and 

*£- ft 
K OU) 

-2- 
n. 

£ <L+j0 n ' 4 e £ , . s (g*;. 

VI 

The theory of conformai^ mapping has been found to 

be very useful in attacking certain physical problems. 

For example: iathe equilibrum distribution of tempera¬ 

ture thru a two dimensional solid is a solution of ^V=« 

This equation is invariant under a conformal transfor¬ 

mation of the independent variables. Indeed, 



it ia possible to consider the temperature as the real 

part of a complex function of z(® which is known 

to be analytic. 

Henceforth two conventions will be followed. 

(1) when a complex quantity is said to be the tempera¬ 

ture, it ia understood that the real part only gives 

the temperature. (2) after the manner of complex function 

theory, oo shall be considered as a single point. 

yU ■= yC* a — 2r * * ‘ 

represents the temperature in the «.-plane due to a source 

at z-o and a sink at «=°°. The distribution is such that 

/*-/*• around the circumference of the unit circle. 

Suppose that we map the z -plane on a ^-plane by 
Z <o - 2: -f- ^ • • • • (2. &) 

where For a given there are two values of f, 

namely^ ze, cay, and '/£„ • Thus (24) maps the s-plans 

on a two sheeted Riemann curface. Soving (24) for a 

we have _______ 
2 = Co ± /£oZ- / • • • (zJO 

The positive square roots corresponds to -z out3ide the 

unit circle and the negative root to z inside. 

(23) becomes 
^ ^ yua - - 

/“'TI7
 ) " ' 

Cz*J- 

(26) gives the distribution of temperature over a 

two sheeted Riemann surface with branch points at eo = ±f 

due to a source at in one sheet and a sink at ^ = 00 

in the other sheet. The branch lino ia ?-=°, 

Along thâ branch line,//^. 



This last is but a particular example of a general 

class of problems that, I belelve, has not been consid¬ 

ered before* 

In general the temperature distribution due to 

sources at the points and sinks at the 

points z/ 2 ' is given by 
' * ^ 4 

The ?-plane may be mapped conformally on a wide 

variety of surfaces: Riemann surfaces with many sheets 

and varied branch points, spheres, ellipsoids, anchor 

rings etc. and (2?) transforms into the temperature 

distribution for source and sinks at points correspond- 
/ 

ing to and respectively. 


